
Unlocking 
 your potential
Microsoft Azure and AMD EPYCTM 
 join forces to help you overcome 
 challenges and achieve more.

95% of the Fortune 
500 choose Azure2

GENERAL 
PURPOSE

STORAGE 
INTENSIVE 

Optimizing processor 
performance and efficiency 
with 7nm technology 

Global scale and local 
presence with 58 regions 

and 160+ edge sites1  

A new breed of server 
processor now in its 
2nd generation

$1B investment in security 
per year to protect your 
data from cyber threats3

Azure virtual machines with AMD EPYC processors enable you to drive innovation 
across a wide range of workloads:

AZURE AMD EPYCTM 

SERVER PROCESSORS

140 processor world 
records... and counting4

Create your possibilities

x86 architecture makes Azure 
VMs on AMD EPYC compatible 
with almost any application

91 Azure global, industry, 
regional and government 
compliance offerings 

AMD security features 
help minimize your risk

Choose Azure Dedicated 
Hosts for single tenant 
deployments

MEMORY 
INTENSIVE 

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 

COMPUTING (HPC)

GPU 
VISUALIZATION 

Azure and AMD EPYC help you achieve faster application performance, and cost-effectively scale 
your infrastructure, both in the cloud and across your hybrid environment:

OFFERING YOU MORE FOR YOUR MEMORY 
AND STORAGE INTENSIVE WORKLOADS 

  Da_v4 Azure VMs with up to 96 vCPUs, 384 GiBs of RAM, and 2,400 GiBs of SSD-based 
storage for most enterprise-grade applications

   Ea_v4 Azure VMs with up 96 vCPUs, 672 GiBs of RAM, and 2,400 GiBs of SSD-based 
storage for large in-memory business-critical workloads

    Up to 3.7M read IOPS with LSv2 VMs for big data applications

    Reduce your spend by up to 90% versus pay as you go with Spot VMs and save costs 
with Azure Hybrid Benefit for your Windows Server and SQL Server workloads5  

EXTENDING YOUR CHOICE 
OF VDI & CAD EXPERIENCES

      The first GPU partitioned virtual 
machines on Azure powered by 
AMD Radeon InstinctTM GPUs 

   Virtual desktop options for multiple 
use cases 

     Fast, easy access to powerful virtual 
CAD and AEC workstations

HPC-OPTIMIZED CLOUD 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

  Up to 80,000 cores gives you 
supercomputing scale in the cloud fit 
to handle almost any HPC task5

   Just $0.683 per hour brings 
supercomputing within reach of anyone  

  45% more memory bandwidth means 
faster application performance6

Extending your infrastructure options for any workload

More value and performance from your investment 
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Your accessible and trusted partner  

1  Available in 60+ regions, more than any other cloud provider: 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/ 

2  Source: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-azure/

3  Source: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/migrate-to-azure-save-now-be-future-ready/

4  For a complete list of world records see http://amd.com/worldrecords. ROM-169

5  Source: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtual-machines/linux/

6  Source: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-hbv2-virtual-machines 
-eclipse-80000-cores-for-mpi-hpc/

If you’re evaluating cloud environments for 
general purpose, memory intensive, HPC or remote 
desktop workloads, take advantage of Azure 
virtual machines featuring AMD EPYCTM Processors

Start now

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/ 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/migrate-to-azure-save-now-be-future-ready/
http://amd.com/worldrecords
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtual-machines/linux/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-hbv2-virtual-machines-eclipse-80000-cores-for-mpi-hpc/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-hbv2-virtual-machines-eclipse-80000-cores-for-mpi-hpc/
https://ms.portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.VirtualMachine-ARM
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